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sharing user table with JMS multi-sites or SSIfD ?
Posted by guillaumepayre - 2011/12/08 22:56
_____________________________________

Hello, 

I have just bought JMS multi-sites. 
I installed 3 subdomains. 
I am very satisfied with your product, thanks for it. 

I would like to share the user table in MySQL between my 4 Joomla. 

Should I buy "Single Sign-In for Domains" or can I do it with JMS multi-sites only ? 

I have read your answer on another topic 
http://www.jms2win.com/en/forum/23-general-questions/8066-multiple-site-creation-a-user-sharing#8070

and you say 
Yes you can share the user accross DB when the MySQL user privileges give you the rights. So check
the MySQL user privileges to ensure it access access on the different DBs. 

So if I can do it with JMS multi-sites only, how do I do ? 

Many thanks, 

P.S.: 
Are you French or from English-speaking country ?

============================================================================

Re: sharing user table with JMS multi-sites or SSIfD ?
Posted by edwin2win - 2011/12/09 16:20
_____________________________________

Sharing the Users and the Single Sign-In are two different things. 

You can share the users and not have the SSI available. This will just mean that the users will have to
relogin with the same (shared) login and password. 

If you are using subdomains and therefore that all the websites are using the same domain then you
don't need the SSI for domains. 

In this case (subdomains), you can already benefit of the SSI that is present in JMS and that is using the
native Apache or IIS facility to share the session information in a same domain. 

See the tutorial video 16 for the procedure to share the users. 
If you are using Joomla 1.7, you will have to also setup the "cookie domains" of each slave site to share
the Session information. 
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PS: I am french speaking country (belgium)

============================================================================

Re: sharing user table with JMS multi-sites or SSIfD ?
Posted by guillaumepayre - 2011/12/10 00:42
_____________________________________

Merci beaucoup pour votre réponse précise et rapide. 

La développeure avec qui je travaille est arrivée à partager la table entre les sous-domaines grâce à vos
explications détaillées. 

Merci encore.

============================================================================
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